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Helping corporate sponsors

Welcome to LCP’s annual report
analysing the pension disclosures of
FTSE100 companies
Our annual Accounting for Pensions report presents an analysis of the pensions facts, figures
and trends revealed by FTSE100 companies reporting in 2020, including pension provision
for executives. Now in its 28th year, it will help anyone involved in reading or preparing
accounts to understand and benchmark the pensions arrangements.
This report focuses on lessons learnt from the past 12 months and how these could
potentially influence future corporate actions and decisions.

Following a year like no other, pension schemes of FTSE100
companies have started 2021 from a position of strength –
with improved funding levels, reduced risk, and increased use of
contingent assets.
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2020 - At a glance

31 December 2020 was the
best year-end position (across the
FTSE100 as a whole) since the IAS19
accounting standard was adopted
in 2005
See page 10

£200bn of contributions have been
paid to FTSE100 pension schemes since
the onset of the financial crisis in 2007.
But most of this extra funding has been
cancelled out by market movements and,
by 31 December 2020, the aggregate
position had improved only marginally

IAS19 discount rates hit record lows in
December 2020, and many companies
explored updated methods for setting this
assumption
See page 5

RPI reform has led to greater variance
in inflation assumptions, with a fall in
the average RPI-CPI wedge of 0.2% pa
See page 7

See page 10

Decision paralysis on life-expectancy
assumptions, with most choosing
to make no allowance for Covid
impacts and herding around central
assumptions
See page 8

Contingent funding takes hold with
a quarter of companies disclosing
contingent asset information for
their schemes

Latest GMP inequalities judgment may cost UK
pension schemes an extra £300m in additional
benefits, but the adviser cost to
get there could be £100m
See page 12

Appetite to manage longevity risk
through the purchase of buy-ins and
longevity swap transactions remains
strong – with several transactions
disclosed in 2020
See page 11

See page 11

60% of FTSE100 companies were
in IAS19 surplus at their accounting
date. Despite the balance sheet
surplus, they had still paid in £5bn
of contributions

For FTSE100 companies with IAS19
deficits, the contributions paid of
£5bn compared to total dividends
of £30bn – all bar eight companies
would have cleared the IAS19 deficit
with one year of dividend payments
See page 13

See page 13

Potential changes to the DB funding
code could cause FTSE100 deficit
contributions to double
See page 14

Average pension contributions for
FTSE100 CEOs continue to fall, from
20% to 17% of pay, but remain well
above the average rate paid to the
wider workforce
See page 19
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Section 1:

2020 IAS19 benchmarking

Last year’s Accounting for Pensions Report was published as Covid-19 was
taking hold, and we entered the early stages of “Lockdown 1”. Over the year,
there has been continued volatility, announcements over the future of inflation,
uncertainty over the long-term impact of Covid on life expectancy, and
legislative developments impacting how companies deal with their pension
schemes going forwards.
In 2020, companies took a variety of approaches to setting their IAS19
accounting assumptions, although several key themes emerged.

Discount rate

After a record low
at the 31 December
2020 year-end,
IAS19 discount rates
are now back to
pre-Covid-19 levels

Corporate bond yields (which are used to set IAS19 discount rates) have been
particularly volatile over 2020/21. The chart below shows the movement in
corporate bond yields over 2020/21, with the dots highlighting quarter ends.
As Covid-19 hit in March 2020, corporate bond yields spiked (as the perceived
risk of default increased) at around 3% pa, before falling back and recording
new lows over the latter stages of 2020. The position at 31 March 2021 was
close to that at the end of 2019 shortly before the onset of Covid-19.

Movement in corporate bond yields since 31 December 2019
3.0%

Corporate bond yield (% pa)
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31 Mar
2021

Source: ICE GBP AA Corporates 15+ yield
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2020 IAS19 benchmarking
continued

The chart below shows the disclosed IAS19 discount rates for FTSE100
companies as at 31 December 2020, with the majority of companies adopting
an assumption in the range 1.3% pa to 1.4% pa.
Disclosed UK IAS19 discount rates as at 31 December 2020
1.6%

1.4%

1.3%

1.2%

1.1%
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This represents a significant fall
from the 2019 year end, where
discount rates were typically
between 2.0% pa and 2.1% pa. The
fall in discount rate for individual
companies is shown in the bar
chart on the right. This compares
to falls in a typical corporate bond
yield index and traditional audit
benchmark discount rates of
between 0.7% pa and 0.8% pa.
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Fall in disclosed IAS19 discount rate over 2020 (companies disclosing at 31 December)
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Fall in disclosed IAS19 discount rate
As we have highlighted in previous reports, companies have continued to review and refine their approach to setting
IAS19 discount rates. This could include analysis of different data sets (eg different data providers or broadening the
definition of what represents a “high quality” corporate bond), or potentially changing the approach over how to set
corporate bond yields to where there is no data. Croda, Reckitt Benckiser and Unilever all disclosed changes to their
approach in their year-end accounts.
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2020 IAS19 benchmarking
continued

Inflation
Companies typically set their assumptions for future RPI inflation by comparing
the market yields available on RPI linked government bonds with fixed
interest government bonds (this is the “breakeven inflation” rate). Common
market practice is to deduct an “inflation risk premium” or “IRP” to reflect
the additional yield on fixed interest bonds that investors require given they
are subject to inflation risks. CPI inflation is then typically derived by taking a
deduction from the RPI assumption to reflect structural differences between
the two inflation measures – the so called “RPI-CPI wedge”.
In November 2020, the government and UK Statistics Authority confirmed
planned changes to reform the RPI inflation index to bring it in line with
the CPIH index (a variant of CPI) from 2030. Inflation measured by CPIH is
consistently lower than that measured by RPI, and therefore these plans imply a
significant step-change reduction in RPI inflation from 2030 onwards.

Breakeven RPI inflation in each calendar year
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Breakeven RPI inflation (% pa)
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step change in
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Source: Bank of England

Future levels of inflation implied by breakeven bond yields as at 31 December 2020, such
as those shown in the chart above, did not show a step-change in breakeven at 2030.
This could be because:
• the market views that these changes are not going to proceed (unlikely),
• there will be an offsetting sharp increase in inflation in 2030 (unlikely), or
• participants continue to hold bonds dated beyond 2030 because they hold these
bonds primarily to hedge against risk rather than generate a return and are willing to
pay a significant IRP to do so (plausible).
This last argument would point towards companies adopting a larger IRP in respect of
inflation from 2030.
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2020 IAS19 benchmarking
continued

The chart below shows disclosed long-term RPI inflation assumptions for companies reporting at 31 December 2020. The
breakeven inflation assumption at this date was 3.1% pa (blue bar in the chart). The majority of companies continue to
use an IRP of 0.2% pa, although a larger proportion are now using higher risk premiums with over 10% of companies now
using an IRP of 0.4% pa (compared to none at the 2018 year end and one company at the 2019 year end).
Disclosed IAS19 UK RPI inflation assumption as at 31 December 2020
45%
40%

Over 10% of
companies are now
using an average
inflation risk
premium of 0.4% pa
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Disclosed RPI assumption (% pa)
The planned inflation reforms would mean that the RPI-CPI wedge will be around zero from 2030, leading to an
expected reduction in the overall average RPI-CPI wedge. The exact impact on the overall wedge will be dependent on
what proportion of the benefits that are payable after 2030 are linked to CPI. The next chart shows the wide range of
assumptions that were disclosed for companies reporting in their 2020 year-end accounts. The average wedge fell by
over 0.2% pa relative to 12 months ago reflecting the allowance made by companies for the expected inflation reform.
Over time, we would expect the wedge to tend towards a level close to zero as the proportion of benefits payable after
2030 increases.

Disclosed RPI-CPI wedge before and after the November 2020 announcement
Median
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1.2% up
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For a mature pension scheme
with CPI-linked increases
before payment and then
RPI-linked increases in
payment, the impact of this
change could be relatively
small. However, for a less
mature and open pension
scheme with CPI-linked
increases in payment, there
could be a significant impact
on both the funding level and
on the assessed ongoing cost
of accrual. It remains to be
seen whether this, combined
with potential changes to the
funding regime (further detail
on page 14) and economic
uncertainty, triggers a new
wave of pension scheme
closures.
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2020 IAS19 benchmarking
continued

Life expectancy
As we have reported previously, the assessment of future life
expectancy is both very material and very subjective. Estimating how
long people are going to live now and how that will change in the
future needs careful judgement and involves taking a decision over at
least five different parameters that feed into the overall assumption.
The degree of subjectivity, uncertainty, and judgement needed at the
2020 year-end stepped up because of the impact of Covid-19 and
the potential long-term impacts of the pandemic. At this time, and to
complicate matters further, no-one yet knows whether this impact on
pension scheme members will be positive or negative.

Factors potentially
increasing life expectancy:
• ”Covid survivors” may have higher average life
expectancy than the population before the pandemic.
• Potential stronger resistance to future pandemics
or influenza strains, and lower incidence of other
infections (eg due to enhanced immunity).
• Greater public health focus (eg increased NHS
investment, better levels of hygiene).

The long-term impact of
Covid-19 on life expectancy
is uncertain, highly
subjective, and possibly
very material. Company
directors are required to
form a view as part of their
pension disclosures

Factors potentially decreasing
life expectancy:
• Further direct deaths from the pandemic
and potential impairment to survivors through
“long Covid”.
• Delays to medical diagnoses and treatments.
• Impact of wider economic recession.

• Increased and improved research into vaccines.

At the 2020 year-end, companies needed to weigh up how these and other factors relate to their own
circumstances, and then form a view on how current and future life expectancies were impacted. Analysis
presented at LCP’s Annual Conference showed a wide range of possible outcomes including:
1. improvements in life expectancy “flat line” for the next 10 years (giving a c.2% reduction in liabilities for a
typical pension scheme)
2. improvement rates revert to the levels we saw in the first decade of the century (c.3% increase in liabilities)
3. the new factors increasing and decreasing life expectancy broadly offset each other (no change in liabilities)
4. the Covid effect is swamped by developments in technology, medicine, lifestyle, and the environment
(impossible to predict what that means for the liabilities).

£100bn range
for the potential
impact of
Covid-19 on
longevity of
pension scheme
members

The range of outcomes between (1) and (2) above represents potentially
£100bn for the balance sheets of UK DB pension scheme sponsors, which
includes around £30bn for the FTSE100. Whilst this is a colossal sum of money,
it represents just over a one-year difference in future assumed life expectancy
across pension scheme members.
The Pensions Regulator has recently cautioned companies and trustees taking
an extreme view (in terms of the possible reduction of liabilities) and stated
it is still early days when it comes to understanding the long-term impact of
the pandemic on life expectancies, and it will be important to consider the
consequences if any extreme views do not play out in practice.
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2020 IAS19 benchmarking
continued

Given the level of uncertainty, it is perhaps no surprise that we are yet to see a step change in the life expectancy
assumptions used by the FTSE100 as companies appear to have adopted a “wait and see” approach for the time
being (with little change observed in the parameters underlying the life expectancy assumption from 2019). As
reported in our latest Longevity Report, the impact of the pandemic varies for different groups of people such as
people in different regions, areas of varying deprivation level, or age. This means that member profiles will likely be
affected differently. Over time, we could see a greater variance in different schemes’ experiences as well as in the
assumptions used.
The level of information disclosed varies significantly between companies – with some disclosing just life
expectancies and others providing full detail of all the various component parts of the assumption. The charts
below show the information disclosed within accounts published in 2020 where information on the underlying
component assumptions is provided.

Projection tables disclosed by FTSE100 companies

Long term mortality improvement rates disclosed by
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FTSE100 companies reporting in 2020 (43 companies)
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Smoothing parameters disclosed by FTSE100
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Looking ahead, the new CMI 2020 projections were released in March this year. These projections include the
option to include the data collected over 2020 through the adoption of a new “w2020” parameter. If you include
experience over 2020 and allowed for the data in the same way as any other year (setting w2020 = 100%),
then there would be a material reduction in both life expectancies and in liabilities – perhaps as much as an 8%
reduction. If you completely removed the 2020 data from the model (setting w2020 = 0%), then the reduction is
likely to be much lower than 1%. Just this one parameter could give rise to a £50bn range in IAS19 estimates for
the FTSE100.
As FTSE100 companies have generally established a past practice of using the latest available projection tables
for their life expectancy assumptions, we expect companies will typically adopt the CMI 2020 projections for
their 2021 year ends and so will need to take a view on what to do with this new w2020 parameter.
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Section 2:

Trends in pensions strategy
Estimated combined IAS19 position of FTSE100 companies at calendar year-ends
20
10

Surplus / (deficit) (£billion)

Despite the fall in IAS19
discount rates, the aggregate
2020 calendar year-end
pensions balance sheet
position is the best for over a
decade, and was the highest
year-end surplus since the
IAS19 accounting standard
was adopted by FTSE100
companies.
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Since 2007 and the onset of the
financial crisis, FTSE100 companies
have now contributed over £200bn to
their DB pension schemes. Despite this,
the overall combined year-end IAS19
funding position had remained broadly
unchanged at a surplus of around £10bn.
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Despite FTSE100 companies paying in over
£200bn into their pension schemes since
the onset of the financial crisis in 2007,
overall pensions balance sheet positions have
remained broadly unchanged

2007

c.£350bn

2020

c.£710bn

£200bn

IAS19
assets:

Contributions:

At a high level, these contributions and the positive investment returns observed have seen the total FTSE100 pension
assets more than doubling in size. These gains have been completely wiped out by falls in yields increasing liabilities.

IAS19
liabilities:

2007

c.£340bn

2020

IAS19 UK
discount rates:

c.£700bn

2007

c.5.8%pa

2020

c.1.35%pa

The rise in corporate bond yields and the increase in asset values over the early stages of 2021 have seen the surplus
grow to around £35bn at the end of April 2021 – this matches the record level achieved 12 months ago where, in the
midst of the Covid-19 volatility, a rapid spike in IAS19 discount rates temporarily reduced liability values by over £150bn.
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Trends in pensions strategy
continued

De-risking trends
The movement of assets away from return-seeking equities to bonds, that typically better match liability movements,
continued over 2020, with the proportion of FTSE100 pension scheme assets in equities reaching a new low of 15%.

Estimated overall asset allocation for UK pension schemes sponsored by FTSE100 companies
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In addition to asset de-risking many companies have also
reported actions within their annual accounts that have
been taken to manage pension liabilities and reduce risks.
These included:
• British American Tobacco, GlaxoSmithKline and
Spirax-Sarco Engineering all announced that they had
either closed or agreed to close their pension scheme
to the ongoing accrual of benefits for members. BP
announced that it was currently in consultation with its
employees over the future of its pension scheme. This
leaves less than 40 FTSE100 companies with any DB
pension accrual in the UK, many covering just a handful
of long-serving employees, and just two that offer DB
accrual for new employees. The combined total DB
service cost across the FTSE100 is now less than £5bn.
• Auto Trader Group disclosed running an enhanced
transfer value exercise.
• Rolls Royce introduced a new bridging pension option
whereby members receive a higher pension initially, but
this steps down when the state pension commences to
provide a flatter level of income over retirement.

• SSE converted their longevity swap to a buy-in and
several other companies (including National Grid,
Barratt Developments, Aviva, Legal & General and
Rio Tinto) reported buy-in transactions in their 2020
accounts.
• Lloyds Banking Group and Barclays both announced
longevity swap transactions.
• Legal & General announced it had agreed a second
Assured Payment Policy, and the largest policy written
in the UK to date, potentially providing a stepping
stone to buyout through the removal of inflation and
investment risks.
• Over a quarter of companies with UK DB pension
schemes disclosed some form of contingent funding
mechanism. These include a charge over assets (eg
Tesco), surety bonds (eg Imperial Brands), letters of
credit (eg AstraZeneca), contribution triggers (eg BAE
Systems), dividend linkages (eg BT), negative pledges
(eg International Airlines Group), and Escrow accounts
(eg Standard Chartered).
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Trends in pensions strategy
continued

Equalising for GMP inequalities
The GMP inequality ruling handed down in October 2018
relating to the three DB pension schemes sponsored by
the Lloyds Banking Group made it clear that inequalities
in scheme benefits caused by GMP had to be tackled. It
looked at various methods of doing so and addressed
how underpayments in benefits received due to the GMP
inequality issue should be addressed for members still in a
DB scheme.
But the ruling was not complete and in particular did not
tackle whether there was a requirement for schemes to
equalise in respect of transfers out that had taken place
before the judgment.
In November 2020, the latest (and hopefully last)
instalment of the High Court GMP inequality saga was
delivered when the judge made clear that a DB scheme
cannot rely on statutory provisions or other discharges
or simply the passage of time if it paid out individual
transfer values that failed to take account of any necessary
uplift for GMP inequalities. Put simply, trustees will need

to consider revisiting all transfers paid since 1990 and
assess whether a top-up is required. The judgment did not
consider the practicalities associated with the requirement
such as the availability of data or the need to trace
members who may have left the scheme 30 years ago.
With the judgment coming so close to the end of 2020,
companies were faced with the uphill battle of considering
the impact on their accounting figures. Where material, an
allowance needed to be made. Over £60m of additional
P&L cost was recognised by FTSE100 companies in 2020
year-end accounts spread across 14 companies. As a guide,
this suggests that the total additional benefit paid out to
ex-members as a result of the judgment could be £300m
across all UK DB pension schemes. The administration,
legal and actuarial expense associated with this could be
as much as £100m. It is clear this cost is not proportionate,
and it will be down to trustees, sponsors, and their advisers
to arrive at a pragmatic response to address this latest
challenge.

We estimate that the third Lloyds judgment could cost UK pension schemes
£300m for the underpaid benefits, and potentially another £100m in legal,
administration and actuarial adviser costs to implement
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Section 3:

Corporate developments
Contributions or dividends
– getting the balance right
Over recent years, the Pensions Regulator has been very clear on its view that
pension schemes should be treated “fairly” relative to shareholders and has
previously published guidance stating that where dividends exceed deficit
contributions, they expect a strong funding target and short deficit recovery
plan. If the employer is unable to support the scheme, then dividend payments
should have ceased.
Compared to 2019, the level of dividends paid to shareholders has fallen by
over a third from £110bn to just over £70bn, with many companies stopping all
dividend payment in 2020 in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. In general,
FTSE100 companies have continued to support their pension schemes and
paid in over £10bn of contributions to their defined benefit pension schemes
(compared to £12bn of contributions paid in 2019). These contributions cover
the ongoing accrual of benefits as well as meeting the deficit on the trustees’
prudent funding basis.
For those FTSE100 companies with UK defined benefit pension schemes,
around 60% reported an IAS19 surplus as at their 2020 accounting date. This
proportion is broadly unchanged from 12 months ago before the pandemic hit.
This group of companies paid dividends of around £40bn, but also paid over
£5bn of contributions into their DB pension schemes (down from £8bn in 2019).

FTSE100 companies with an IAS19
surplus paid £5bn of contributions
into their DB pension schemes

Those FTSE100 companies reporting an IAS19 deficit also paid around £5bn
into their DB pension schemes (unchanged from 2019). These contributions
compare to a total IAS19 deficit of around £17bn and total dividend payments
of around £30bn. For all bar eight companies, the IAS19 deficit could have been
cleared completely with one year’s dividend payments.
What these statistics don’t show however is whether this is “fair”. The keys
to this assessment are the funding deficit, the covenant strength (including
the impact of any contingent funding mechanisms that may be in place), and
ultimately the likelihood that members will receive their benefits in full. Where
the covenant is weaker, greater contributions relative to dividends would be
expected (and vice versa). Given this analysis focuses on the FTSE100, that
a large number of the schemes have contingent mechanisms in place, and
the level of investment de-risking that has taken place over recent years, it
is perhaps no surprise that the simple headline analysis of contributions and
dividends shows a tilt towards the payment of dividends.
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Corporate developments
continued

DB funding code of practice: all change?
Whilst the threat of changes to the complicated IFRIC14
rules and an associated hit to corporate balance sheets has
subsided for now, potential future changes to the funding
rules that underpin DB pension schemes means that some
companies could be required to fund pension schemes on
a much more prudent basis with strict limits on the level of
investment risk.
The Pensions Regulator is running a consultation on
the detail of the new funding rules later this year. Our
expectation is that pension schemes will have to follow
one of two routes:
• A one size fits all “Fast Track” regime where
assumptions, investment strategy, and contributions are
all set by reference to the requirements laid out in the
new funding rules.

• A “Bespoke” arrangement – the detail of which is
still unclear, but we anticipate this option will give
companies and trustees the flexibility to deviate from
the “Fast Track” requirements if there are strong
reasons to do so and they can justify these to the
regulator.
Under the “Fast Track” regime, we expect the requirements
of the new rules to be underpinned by the pension scheme
maturity. When a scheme is mature, the scheme would
be expected to fund on a more prudent basis consistent
with having low-reliance on the scheme’s sponsor. Using
the disclosed information, we have estimated the funding
position of the FTSE100 on a low-reliance basis suggested
under Fast Track when the scheme is mature. The funding
level for each scheme is shown in the chart below.

Estimated funding level for FTSE100 companies on a low-reliance “Fast Track”
compliant basis (based on disclosed IAS19 position in 2020 accounts)

Estimated "Fast Track" funding level
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Only 10% of the pension schemes analysed are currently showing a surplus on this prudent basis, and the combined
deficit of the remaining FTSE100 pension schemes is in excess of £80bn. Under the new rules, deficits for companies
with a strong covenant would be expected to be met within six years meaning future annual deficit contributions of
around £15bn for the FTSE100 to fund on the low-reliance measure ultimately required under Fast Track. In practice, we
anticipate many companies sponsoring larger pension schemes to consider the bespoke route to ensure the appropriate
level of security is provided in a way that uses corporate resources efficiently. We expect contingent funding approaches
will play an important role in helping achieve this.
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Corporate developments
continued

Companies face re-writing pensions disclosures
In March 2021, the International Accounting Standards Board

disclosures should cover, and examples of information that

(IASB) published an exposure draft with proposals to rewrite

could be provided to meet those objectives.

the disclosure requirements in IAS19. If adopted, the proposals
would mean that companies in turn would need to review and
rewrite the pensions note in their annual reports to meet the

The IAS19 proposals are the first stage of a wider project.
Alongside the proposed changes to the IAS19 disclosure

new requirements.

requirements, the document also proposes similar changes to

The IASB propose a root and branch review of the IAS19

valuation of assets. In due course, other accounting standards

disclosure requirements, almost completely replacing the

are expected to get the same treatment.

existing rules. The aim is to make pensions disclosures more
useful, by focussing on relevant information, eliminating
irrelevant boilerplate, and encouraging more effective
communication. They aim to discourage a “checklist”
approach, and instead require companies to make judgements
about what is most relevant and how best to communicate
it. To do this, the draft proposes objectives setting out what

the IFRS13 standard which sets out disclosure requirements on

The consultation is open until 21 October 2021, with feedback
on the consultation due in the first half of 2022. Any revisions
to IAS19 would come some time after that. In the meantime,
it remains to be seen how the proposals influence how
companies, investors, auditors, and regulators approach
pensions disclosure notes going forwards.

Restoring trust in audit and corporate governance
– government launches new consultation
In March 2021, the government announced a new
consultation on the future of audit and corporate
governance. The outcome could have far-reaching
consequences – well beyond pensions – with a view to
improving corporate transparency, increasing competition
across audit firms, and ultimately improving public
confidence in how businesses are managed and governed.
This could lead to the introduction of a UK version of
the US Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) internal control reporting
regime.

The proposals will also have severe implications for
directors who face fines or suspensions for significant
errors with accounts, hiding crucial information from
auditors, or leaving the door open to fraud. In addition,
sanctions could involve the claw-back of bonuses in the
event of collapses or serious director failings up to two
years after the bonus is paid.

The government has proposed a new audit regulator, the
Audit, Reporting and Governance Authority (“ARGA”),
to replace the FRC. They would have power to impose
an operational split between the audit and non-audit
functions of accountancy firms as well as require large
firms to use a smaller “challenger” firm to conduct a
meaningful portion of their annual audit. This is to reduce
the actual and perceived risk of any conflicts of interest
that may affect the standard of audit they provide.
ARGA would be backed by legislation and funded by a
mandatory levy on the industry. Similar to changes with
the Pensions Regulator, ARGA would be given much
stronger powers to enforce standards (for example, being
able to order companies to redo their accounts without
having to go through the courts).

• Additional pensions audit scrutiny, especially when the
FRC is replaced by ARGA

The final implications are not clear at this stage, but we
view possible (perhaps likely) outcomes as:

• More complex and lengthy pension audit processes if
dual audit is required
• Possible drive for audit firms to permanently separate
from their non-audit business
• A step-up in the required standards for internal Audit
Committees
• An increase in pressure on companies and directors
paying dividends, particularly in times of financial
insecurity
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Corporate developments
continued

All change – new requirements for all companies under
Pension Schemes Act 2021
Significant changes to the DB pensions regulatory

pension benefits won’t be paid (including company

landscape are afoot with the Pension Schemes Act

directors, trustees and advisers). Criminal penalties

receiving Royal Assent earlier this year. The Act

may include up to 7 year jail term or an unlimited fine,

introduces new requirements for sponsors in respect of

with civil financial penalties of a £1m fine for misleading

pension scheme funding; a potential need for sponsor

the regulator and/or trustees, or failing to meet new

engagement on the reporting of climate change risks

notification requirements in respect of certain corporate

by scheme trustees; as well as steps to manage the risks

activities.

introduced for company directors by the tougher new
powers for the Pensions Regulator.

Scheme funding
The new law requires sponsors to agree a long-term
funding and investment strategy for a scheme with the
trustees. Detailed regulations are set to be published
later this year. In the meantime, companies and trustees
will need to have one eye on the likely new regime as
they complete current valuations and review investment
strategies and journey planning.

Climate change risk
The Act introduces a requirement for “prescribed”
pension schemes with assets of £1bn or more to
manage and report annually on their exposure to
climate-related risks and opportunities. These public
disclosures may also increase reputation risk and so
engagement from the sponsor will be critical. The
Department for Work and Pensions wants it to drive
better climate practices among schemes of all sizes and
so these requirements are likely to be widened to all
schemes in due course.

New powers for the Pensions Regulator

The threat of the new criminal offences and contribution
notices may pose real challenges to decision making
by company directors and wider stakeholders in
businesses sponsoring DB schemes (including lenders
and shareholders).
There are two new Contribution Notice tests which
mean there will be the need for greater governance
oversight and due diligence around a suite of standard
and non-standard business activities including raising
finance, M&A activity, restructuring, dividends, asset
transfers, material changes to business plans, changes
to credit ratings, or granting charges / security to third
parties.
At a high level, the two tests to be considered are:
1. Employer insolvency test: does the act (or failure
to act) materially reduce the amount of debt likely
to be recovered by the scheme on a hypothetical
insolvency of the company?
2. Employer resources test: does the act reduce the
employer’s resources and is the reduction material
relative to the pension scheme deficit (as measured
on an insurer buyout basis)

The Act gives the Pensions Regulator extensive new

As a result, we see that many companies will require

powers. These include powers to impose Contribution

refined governance approaches to ensure the pension

Notices on companies or directors more easily –

scheme is factored earlier into decision making in

requiring them to make one-off, and potentially

respect of “at risk” events and appropriate actions

substantial, contributions to DB pension schemes.

are taken. As part of these new processes, a first

The Act also introduces new criminal offences which

and essential step will be Board training on the new

give the regulator the powers to prosecute anyone

requirements and the necessary actions to reduce risk

who acts in a way that increases the likelihood that

and avoid personal fines and sanctions.

Board training on new requirements under the Pension
Schemes Act will be appropriate for all companies
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Section 4:

Executive pension reform continues at a fast pace
The level of remuneration paid to company executives remains a focus of attention.
Over the past 12 months, FTSE100 CEOs have seen large falls in their overall
remuneration through a combination of voluntary (temporary) reductions in base
salary, reduced share awards, and the continued reduction in pension contributions.
We have reported previously on the pressure applied by the Investment Association
to align the pension contributions paid to company executives with those available
to the majority of the workforce. This had led to the average FTSE100 pension
contribution for CEOs falling from 25% of basic salary in 2018 to 20% in 2019.
Over 2020, the Investment Association strengthened its guidance for companies
and has again cautioned companies to treat executives in line with the rest of the
workforce. In a letter sent to the Chairs of Remuneration Committees of FTSE350
companies, they stated that they will “red-top” any company who pays a director a
pension contribution of 15% or more and has not set out a credible plan to reduce
this contribution to the level of the majority of the workforce by the end of 2022
(previously this was 25% or more).
Our analysis of the FTSE100 accounts disclosed in 2020 shows that the average
CEO pension contribution (which is typically paid as a cash supplement) has again
fallen and is now around 17% of basic salary – down a third from two years ago.

Average pensions contribution to a FTSE100 CEO as a percentage of basic salary

30%

The average
pensions
contribution
to a FTSE100
CEO has fallen
by a third in
just two years
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Executive pension reform continues at pace
continued

The chart below shows CEO pension contributions as a percentage of basic
salary. 40% of FTSE100 CEOs received pension contributions of less than 15%
of basic salary (2019: 30%; 2018: 18%), and the proportion receiving 25% or
more has fallen sharply to less than 1 in 4 CEOs.
Pension contributions to CEO as a percentage of basic salary
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Our analysis shows that contribution rates for FTSE100 CEOs are getting closer
to the rates paid to their employees. Over a quarter of companies are now
paying broadly the same rate to their CEO and to their employees – double the
number of two years ago. There has also been a significant fall in the number of
companies paying their CEO more than 6 times the average rate for employees.
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Executive pension reform continues at pace
continued

Despite this narrowing of the gap, there is still some way to go on both measures
– there remains a striking disparity between the percentage cost of pensions
benefits for CEOs and the average percentage pension cost paid for employees.
The chart below compares the two with those companies in the grey triangle
paying higher levels of pension contributions to their employees than their CEO.

Average cost of employee pension benefits
(as % of total salaries)

Comparison of cost of pension benefits for CEO with average cost for employees
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Nearly 60% of FTSE100 companies paid their CEO pension contributions of 15%
or more, and therefore risk failing the Investment Association’s test and being
“red-topped”. However, the majority of these have stated policies to reduce the
contribution level paid to the CEO over time and bring them in line with the rates
that are available to employees. As a result, we expect these charts to show
downward movement once again on the pension paid to CEOs when we revisit
them in 12 months’ time.
At a broader level, around half of companies are paying average pension
contributions of 5% or less to employees. This doesn’t necessarily represent the
maximum contribution offered by each company (which can be significantly
higher – potentially more in line with that paid to the CEO and the Investment
Association requirements). It does though illustrate a wider problem that the
level of current pension savings across the UK is too low and there is a ticking
pensions timebomb as employees are not going to be able to afford to retire.

Ticking pensions
timebomb as
employees
are not saving
enough to be able
to afford to retire
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